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In dealing with unexpected impacts of climate change current spatial planning
tools are irresponsive and inflexible. The outcomes of applications of these tools
are very limited in number, producing static plans that if implemented are very
vulnerable to climate hazards. Therefore, an innovative generative tool has been
developed to support spatial planning which results in designs that are responsive
and adjustable to unexpected, simulated changes. The development of the
generative tool is informed by swarm planning theory, and by contemporary
generative approaches in urban design and planning. The generative tool is
modeled as an Agent-Based System and utilizes versions of the canonical flocking
algorithm. The agents are abstract cubical units of space that represent building
envelopes. The agents exist and work within an environment that represents a site
in terms of topography, land value, and available/buildable land. The agents
receive information from the environment and act upon this information. The
unexpected climate impact is a simulated flood, which affects both the
environment and the agents. The outputs of the tool are generated 'bottom-up' in
order to study emergent spatial configurations, as massings of building units.
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SWARM PLANNING THEORY
The swarm-planning paradigm finds its basis in com-
plex adaptive systems theory. Complexity theory
studies the various phenomena appearing in sys-
tems formed by large numbers of interdependent
elements that usually interact in a massively paral-
lel manner and form elaborate organizational con-
figurations. Many scholars studied the complex-
ity and self-organisation of non-linear dynamic (or
adaptive) systems(Cohen and Stewart, 1994, Gleick,
1987, Kauffman, 1993, Lewin, 1993, Prigogine and

Stengers, 1984, Waldrop, 1992), onwhich others later
further elaborated and expanded (Johnson, 2001,
Johson, 2007, Miller and Page, 2007, Northrop, 2011).

Key concepts from complexity theory, which are
seen as relevant in a planning context, are the self-
organisation of complex systems, the surge for an ac-
tor to attractors, depicting a fitness landscape, the
change and transformation of a complex system in
times of crisis and the existence of bifurcation, 'the
point in time where for identical external conditions
various possible structures can exist' (Allen, 1996)
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and tipping points, 'the point at which the system
'flips' from one state to another' (Gladwell, 2000).

Adaptationof (orwithin) the system is an internal
process of self-organisation, which is the tendency in
complex systems to evolve toward order instead of
disorder (Kauffman, 1993). The state of equilibrium
is called attractor. Complex adaptive systems self-
organise and adapt in order to remain within their
current attractor. The system only shifts to other at-
tractors (alternative states) after a shock that drives
the system out of its current state (e.g. due to sig-
nificant (or 'step') changes in climate). Major adjust-
ments are needed and after the shock the systemwill
self-organize to achieve those.

Theprocess this systemgoes throughcanbe rep-
resented in the form of a fitness landscape (Mitchell
Waldrop, 1992). This fitness landscape includes
favourable (the mountaintops) and less favourable
(the valleys) positions. A complex system tends to
move, while crossing less favourable valleys, to the
highest possible position in the landscape, the at-
tractor. At the mountaintop, the adaptive capacity is
highest, which allows the system to adapt more eas-
ily to changes in its environment.

It is difficult to integrate Climate Adaptation and
there are only few measures taken in order to antici-
pate future climate change. Thismeans that land-use
is not sufficientlyprepared for future impacts in terms
of flexibility. In other words: the adaptive capacity in
land-use is low and insufficient when the impacts of
climate change become apparent. The Swarm Plan-
ning Theory aims to identify a way to increase the
adaptive capacity of land-use through the creation
of plans and designs, which increase the resilience of
the landscape through what it is better prepared for
future impacts of climate change.

The core characteristics of climate adaptation
and spatial planning are very different and not easy
to reconcile. Climate adaptation, on one hand, is
seen as a wicked problem (Commonwealth of Aus-
tralia, 2007, VROM-raad, 2007). These kind of prob-
lems are described as 'a class of social system prob-
lems, which are ill-formulated, where the informa-

tion is confusing, where there are many clients and
decision-makers with conflicting values, and where
the ramifications in the whole system are thoroughly
confusing. Most of the design problems contain
a fundamental indeterminacy, which implies that
these problems need to be dealt with in a permanent
condition of uncertainty and of a situation in which
a preferred path only gradually emerges' (Rittel and
Webber, 1984).

On the other hand, spatial planning aims to ar-
range land-use in a way that is stable, predictable
andprovides long term security for citizens. Oneusu-
ally assumes that change in land-use should not have
negative impacts on their property. This means that
sudden changes in land-use are prevented. Spatial
planning is, in this sense, conservative. Moreover,
when academic literature is analysed it turns out that
the majority of recent articles are oriented on reg-
ulatory issues, on a status quo, on a single, specific
subject and the subject judge as static (Roggema,
2012a). Additionally, in planning processes problems
of thepast areoften solved insteadofproblemsof the
future, in particular when the problem is a long-term
or uncertain problem.

The wicked problem of climate adaptation and
the way current spatial planning is practiced live at
odds. In short, it is difficult to integrate a wicked
problem in a system that does not aim for (big)
change. And because this is difficult it is also a prob-
lem to orientate the content of design on change.
This implies the difficulty to capture a long-term,
wicked and sometimes uncertain problem in spatial
planning or to give it a valuable place. In order to im-
prove the integration of climate adaptation in spa-
tial planning a new adjusted framework, which al-
lows more room for unpredictable, wicked, dynamic
and non-linear processes, is required. To develop
such a framework inspiration is found in swarms, be-
cause bees, ants, birds and fish are capable of self-
organisation, which enables the system to become
less vulnerable for (sudden) changes in the environ-
ment (Fisher, 2009, Miller, 2010). Swarms perform
'swarm behaviour, which is characterised by high
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resilience and is very capable to minimise the im-
pacts of uncertainty, complexity and change through
developing emergent patterns and structures' (Van
Ginneken, 2009). The Swarm Planning Framework
(Roggema, 2012b) consists of several components
(figure 1): two levels of complexity, five layers and
non-linear processes.

According to Portugali (2000), there are two lev-
els of self-organisation in a city - the city as a whole
and the individual components that comprise the
city fabric. Higher adaptability in the former can be
achieved through implementing strategic interven-
tions, where the city as a whole can be best influ-
enced.

The focus of this paper, however, is the latter i.e.
individual components, and more precisely building
envelopes or volumes of closed space. At this level,
the components are attributed with self-organising
capacities. Every individual component has differ-
ent properties and therefore needs to be attributed
with accompanying capacities. Which of the capaci-
ties are most suitable to enhance the self-organising

capacity depends also on the environment (e.g. the
expected climate impacts. Heat and drought de-
mand other capacities than rain and floods). All com-
ponents attributed with capacities to increase self-
organisation form a self-organising entity, which as a
whole developed a higher adaptive capacity. In this
research we investigate sea level rise and/or flood
as environmental impacts and our closed spaces are
able to move.

The five layers and non-linear processes compo-
nents of the swarmplanning paradigm are outside of
the current scope but the interested reader can refer
to Swarm Planning: The development of a Method-
ology to Deal with Climate Adaptation (Roggema,
2012b).

GENERATIVE DESIGN
There is a general consensus among generative de-
sign researchers that generative design is a collection
of methodologies that have some common proper-
ties (McCormack et al., 2004). Primarily, generative
design is understood as methodology i.e. how the

Figure 1
The Swarm
Planning
Framework
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design is produced versus why it produced is or what
the result is. In a "traditional" design process, the role
of the designer is to explore the "space of possible
designs" directly - there is a direct relationship be-
tween the designer and the design, evenwhen third-
party or medium is utilized. The designer makes de-
sign judgments continuously throughout the entire
design process. Traditional design approaches re-
gard design objects (things) in space as primary and
time and process as secondary (Testa et al., 2001).
Generative design reverses this view - the objects
are viewed as secondary to the formulation of princi-
ples and processes through which things evolve and
change (Portugali, 2000, Testa et al., 2001). Gener-
ative Design seeks to formulate principles of design
through processes, i.e. time and process are primary
and objects and spaces are secondary level produc-
tions through synthesis.

In essence, generative design offers a "method-
ology and philosophy that view theworld in terms of
dynamic processes and their outcomes" (McCormack
et al., 2004). In generative design, there is a paradigm
shift from a design object to the design process and
the expression of this process. For designers, it in-
volves a conceptual rethinking of the relationships
between the static design object and the actions that
create and/or manipulate it. The conceptualisation
shifts from the primacy of objects to the design, of in-
teracting components, systems andprocesses, which
in turn generate newobjects, with special properties:

• Ability to generate complexity (e.g. database
amplification): interacting components gen-
erate aggregations of far greater behavioural
or structural complexity than its components.

• Complex interconnections between "organ-
ism" and the environment.

• Ability to self-maintain and self-repair - gener-
ative systems may adapt themselves to main-
tain stable configurations within a changing
environment.

• The ability to generate novel structures, be-
haviours, outcomes or relationships (McCor-
mack, et. al., 2004).

Recent discourse on generative design in architec-
ture links it to a number of concepts relevant to
swarm planning theory, including emergence, self-
organization and form-finding (Hensel et al., 2004)

Agent Based Modelling (ABM) is one of the
widely used computational frameworks in genera-
tive design community. ABM describes time and
space using agents - autonomous little computers.
Every agent has a strategy, and is aware of part of its
surroundings. All of the agents try to implement their
strategies synchronously and can alter their positions
in at discrete time steps. The actions of the agents
are undertaken in Euclidian space and, therefore, dis-
tances, angles, and other metrics are significant.

Reynolds' (1987) flocking algorithm is among the
most studied and employed Agent Based Models in
computational generative design. Researchers from
diverse fields have employed and interpreted flock-
ing behaviours in attempting to study an impressive
variety of phe-nomena. Flocks have been made to
represent virtually every systemof flow - frompedes-
trian, crowd dynamics and traffic tomovement of an-
imals and distribution of plant species in ecosystems
(Arand and Lasch, 2006). This model is a canonical
example of emergent collective behaviour based on
local and simple stimulus reaction rules. There is no
leader, i.e. no global control. The overall pattern
emerges from the local interactions. Each agent re-
acts only to flock mates within a certain field of view.
The basic flocking model consists of three kinds of
simple steering behaviours:

• Separation gives an agent the ability to main-
tain a certain distance from others nearby.
This prevents agents from crowding too
closely together.

• Cohesion supplies an agent with the ability
to cohere (approach and form a group) with
other nearby agents. Steering for cohesion
can be computed by finding all agents in the
local neighbourhood and computing the av-
erage position of the nearby agents.

• Alignment gives an agent the ability to align
with other nearby characters. Steering for
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alignment can be computed by finding all
agents in the local neighbourhood and aver-
aging together the 'heading' vectors of the
nearby agents.

All the agents implement the navigation rules simul-
taneously and iteratively. None of the rules say "form
flocks". Yet flocks emerge, every time. Once a flock is
together there is no guarantee that it will keep all of
its members. Individual agents are constantly split-
ting away from their flock, joining another one, while
more or less rearranging their flock mates.

In this research, a learning, or exploratory flock,
explained in the following section, is modelled in or-
der to generate massings of closed spaces on areas
of high value on our simulated landscape.

SWARM PLANNING TOOL
Our generative swarm-planning tool is designed as
an Agent Based System using NetLogo [1] modelling
environment. The tool will be described in terms of
its units or agents, environment, initial conditions,
generative processes, outputs and interpretations.

Environment, agents and initial conditions
The world or the environment of the model consists
of 200x200 grid of cells that represent the landform.
The modelled climate change impact is a sea level
rise or flood. At this stage of the research the land-
form approximates an imaginary conical island. In fu-
ture we intend to work with real world GIS elevation
data that can be easily loaded into the environment.
The shape of the island can be strictly conical or have
various degrees of randomness. The cells have two
variables -elevation and value. The elevation is used
tomodel the sea level rise while the value of the cells
represents the degree of "attractiveness" in terms of
building locations. At this stage, the value is a sim-
ple linear function of distance to current water-edge
and proximity to a predefined cell called center. The
value of the cells is recalculated in each iteration of
the model and if the center is flooded then the value
depends just on the distance to water edge.

There are two types of agents in our generative

tool - floods and closed spaces. The flood agents rep-
resent the currentwater edge and the spaces - the lo-
cation and size of closed spaces (building envelopes).
Initially the floods are located on cells that have ele-
vation of 0 and a predefined number of spaces are
randomly located on cells that have high value.

Generative Processes
The generative processes are carried out by the
agents or units and change their variables (sizes,
colours, positions, etc.). The processes are executed
in iterative and parallel manner and the units use
only local information about other units and the en-
vironment. The emergent overall pattern that rep-
resents building massing and current landform or
value environment is generated entirely bottom-up
out of many local interactions without any global
"controller" and is observable from synoptic view-
point. There are two interconnected processes in our
generative tool - flooding and flocking. In each iter-
ation of the model the flood process runs once and
then theflockingprocess is executed stipulatednum-
ber of times.

Flooding. The flooding process simulates a sea level
rise from bottom up. It is based on the "Continen-
tal Divide" Netlogo model and is performed by the
flooding units and alters the environment. These al-
terations then have an effect on the space units. Each
of the flooding units is positioned in the centre of a
cell of the current water edge and has a parameter
that represents a volume of water. When the model
runs, the unit receives information about which of
the cardinal neighbouring 4 cells are not flooded and
then calculates theminimumdifference between the
elevation plus water volume the unit is currently on
and the neighbouring cells that are not flooded. The
unit then floods the cell it is on, creates a new unit on
the cell with minimum difference and then dies (see
Figure 2).

This way of modelling sea level rise offers some
significant advantages:

• It gives more realistic results when compared
to traditional top-down approaches that just
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Figure 2
Flooding Process.
From left to right -
0, 25, 50, 75, 10
meters . Top Row-
Conical Landscape,
Bottom Row-
Conical-Random
Landscape

take into account elevation.
• It allows flooding to occur at different rates in
different parts of the environment.

Whencells are flooded their valuebecomes0 and this
affects the behaviour of space units located on them.
The flooding process stops when the whole land-
scape is flooded, when certain water level is reached
or can be stopped by the user of the model.

Flocking.As described previously, the flooding units
affect the environment, which in turn affects the
space units. A version of the flocking algorithmmod-
eled as agent-based system, as explained in section
two, serves to reconfigure the space units. The flock-
ing algorithm updates stipulated number of times in
every iteration of the flooding process.

The ability of the flocking algorithm to discover
areas of high value is discussed in "The use of Flocks
to drive a Geographic Analysis Machine" by J. Macgill
and S. Openshaw (1) and applied in architectural con-
text by Miranda & Coates' "The use of swarm intel-
ligence to produce architectural form"(2000). Both
papers study how the emergent flocking behaviour
might be used as an effective search strategy for
performing exploratory geographical and landscape

analyses. The method relies on the parallel search
mechanism of a flock, bywhich if amember of a flock
discovers an area of high value, it will attract other
members to explore that area in detail (see Figure 3).
This technique utilizes variable velocities and colours
for all of the units. Both velocity and colour have
'meaning' in regards to the success of a unit in finding
an area of interest.

These properties of the algorithm render it a
valuable technique for emergent massings of build-
ings. The learning, or exploratory, flock is governed
by the following rule set: Every unit assesses the
value of its current location and the number of other
space units in its cone of vision. After that it changes
its colour as described below:

• If there are other space units, but nothing in-
teresting in the environment, then the agent
turns orange.

• If there are other units and some interest in
the environment then the agent turns green.

• If there are other agents and a significant in-
terest in the environment then the unit turns
magenta.
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Figure 3
Initial conditions -
500 spaces
randomly located
on areas of high
value

Then each agent adjusts its heading according to the
following list of instructions:

• If the closest neighbour is too close then sep-
arate from it regardless of its colour.

• If the closest neighbour is green, disregard it.
• If the neighbour is magenta, feel attracted
• If neighbour is orange, then avoid it.

Every unit takes the weighted average of all tar-
get points generated above and moves towards that
point with the following velocity rules:

• If I'm orange move faster (This area is not in-
teresting).

• If I'm green move at constant speed (There is
some interest and I don't want to miss any-
thing).

• If I'm magenta, move slower.

Thismeans that when units find an area of high value
they will slow down and cluster in order to explore
the area in more detail. This happens because their
speed is low and they have the inertia to remain
there. The units in the neighbourhood that have not
detected anything of interest will speed up and be
attracted to heavier and slower units. The idea is that

the information is stored in the velocities of the units.
Speeding up corresponds to 'forgetting' in the sys-
tem. With this algorithm the flocks will move around,
discovering areas of high value. If the area does not
have enough weight compared with another, it will
not be able to attract enough agents. After several it-
erations, the flock will 'forget' the areas of low value.

In our generative we allow space units to stop
when they discover areas of high value and are al-
ready traveling with low velocity. The units remain
there until the area is flooded and its value becomes
0. In order to account for areas that should not be oc-
cupied by space units regardless of their value, we in-
troduced obstacle avoidance rule, which is very sim-
ilar to the separation rule. The space units detect the
closest obstacle in their 'cone of vision' and deter-
mine the distance between themselves and the ob-
stacle. They then turn left or right in such a way that,
as they get nearer to the obstacle, they veer away
from it, retaining their smooth movements.

Outputs and interpretations
After running the tool numerous times we observed
various massings of space units around areas of high
value that formed interesting and intricate spatial
aggregations (see Figure 4). At the initial stages of
the simulation, there are larger areas of high value
and this allows the spaces to form clusters of vari-
ous sizes. The various groups of houses would some-
times cross paths and reconfigure - groups may take
spaces from each other or merge. Sometimes areas
of valuable land is left unoccupied because spaces
are not allowed to cluster too close together. When
the valuable land becomes less and less, the mass-
ings of spaces become tighter and larger with more
andmoreunits incapable of finding suitable location.

CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paperwehave shown that an urban configura-
tion can be modelled as a complex adaptive system
using agent basedmodelling. The initial results show
that an urban configuration designed as an agent
based model offers higher flexibility and variations
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Figure 4
Possible massings
of 500 spaces
generated by the
tool. Water levels
25, 50, 100 and 125.

than a fixed master plan.
In this phase of the research we attributed the

spaces with the capacity to move in order to adapt
to sea level rise. It is obvious that if spaces or houses
are to become mobile in a physical sense then there
is need of further investigations on how this could be
done.

The initial results also indicate that this type of
modelling canbe incorporated in thedesignphaseof
urbandesignprojects. The tool is capable of generat-
ingmyriadmassings of buildings under the influence
of climatic impacts.

To what degree we should let the tool to deter-
mine futureurbanconfigurations is still not answered
and requires open discussion with urban planners,
urban designers, other related professions, as well as
the public sector. The research also did not take into
account the feasibility of the proposals, in terms of
economic or social values, or how to deal with cur-
rent land ownership.

For the time being, our model does not take
into account spatial and ecological qualities ormicro-
climate neither of existing urban patterns nor of the
generated ones. The next step of our research will
be developing sets of spatial, ecological and climatic
criteria that the generated outputs of our tool will be
measured against.
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